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i . Introduction 
In [ 2 11, E. Michael investigated the images of certain spaces under the 
following types of maps r $ each generalizing the one precedijlg it: (1) 
open, (2) hi-quotient, (3) countably biquotient, (4) hereditarib quotient, 
and (5) quotient. Among these, biquotient maps, introduced by 0. Ha.ek 
[ 131 and E. Michael [ 191, have particularly interestir)g properties, includ- 
inc the property that the Cartesian product of biquotient maps is again 
biquotient i 191. In this paper, we provide answers to some of the ques- 
tions raised in [ 2 1 J , one of the more interesting being the following re- 
sult. 
Theoren;l 1 .I. Let f: X + Y be a quotient map of a paracompact space X 
onto a compact Hausdorff space Y, with em% f -‘y Lindel&? T&m f is 
bi-quo titw t. 
+ This papeg is the author’s U&ersity of Washington doctoral disseration, under the directiofi 
of Prof. Ernest Michael. 
’ Definitions will be provided in Section 2. 
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One. of the main results of this paper, Theorem 4.4, is stated in a form 
- that simultaneously generalizes Theorem I.1 above and a theorem of 
VN. Filippov [ 8, Theorem 2.11. 
A special case of ‘Theorem 5.1 is the following result, which was ob- 
tained independently by A.V. Arhangel’skil and the author. 
Theorem ,I .2. Evwy compact Hausdorff Fukhet space is countaNy bi- 
sequen tiul. 
Csrollary f 3. i3wy qwotient map onto a compact Hausdorff F&het 
space is ctuntably +%-quotient. ’ 
‘fn our cxampltis, an importalIt role is played b\ Example 6.5, due tc 
J.R. fsbell, which is based OK the assumption ’ t<:it 2’0 < 2”l. lsbell 
has Ldicated that tie has no’ planned tc publish tilis example, 50 the 
proof is included ITere, with his kind pe rmission. OthW piiidpd results 
include Exampies 6.6 and 6.11, both of wtiich arc based on Example 
6.5 and hence the assumption that 2’0 < 2H’. Exampie 6-5 shows that 
the product of two countably bi-sequential space:. need not be countably 
bi-sequential (or even a k-space j. Example 6.11 sl ows that there exist a 
countably b&sequential space X and a compact !-l iusdorff space Y such 
that XX Y (which must be a k-space) ie not sin& bi-k. Also, we observe 
that an.example of Arhar.gel’skii can be modified to obtain Example 6.1, 
a paracompact countably b&sequential space wHc h is not bi-sequential 
(or even bi-k j, and whose existenlze depends only on the usual axioms 
of set theory. 
In this paper, most of the definitions appear :n Section 2, and some 
of the relationships between various spaces con ridered are made clear in 
Table 1. Columns D-F of this table are taken f *om Table I of [ 2 I], 
which the reader will find of additional interest al:d to which he is re- 
ferred for further details. 
The variGti:G sections after Section 2 of this p, .pt:r are independent of 
each other, except that Section 4 uses results fr em Section 3, and Exam- 
ple 7.1 uses results from Section 6. 
2 Example 6.5 can also be constructed assuming Martin’s Axi3rn 114) instead of 2”O < 2” I. 
The cofltinuum hypothesis is equivalent o Martin’s Axiom + (2 $5, < 2” 1). 
. 2. Maps, filter bases, ad&aces 
All rnats~ are continuous urjections. Topological spaces in g:neral 
(including paracompact spaces) are not necessarily HsrL;sdorff; but regular, 
completely regular, and normal spaces are Hausdcrff in this ptilpt:r. If 
f: X + Y is a map, and if E c Y, then f’ denotesfl f’-‘E (the restriction 
off to f-‘E), considered as a map from f-‘E to E. 
Definition 2.1. Let f: X + Y be a map. 
(a) f is open (closed) if the image of each open (closed) subset of X 
is an open (closed) subset of Y. 
(b) f is perfect (quasi-perfect) if fis cl&d, and f-* y is compact 
(countably compact) for each y E Y. 
(c) f i; b&quotient (Michael [ 191) (countably hi-quotient (Siwiec and 
Mancuso [253 )) if for each y E Y every collection (countable collection) 
of open subsets of X which covers fwiy has a finite subcollection whose 
images cover some neighborhood of y. 
(d) f is hereditarily quotient if for each subspace S of Y, fs is a quo- 
tient map. 
(e) f is pseudo-open (Arhangel’skil [ 21, see also McDougle [ 151) if 
for each y E Y and each neighborhood U of f-l y, f U is a neighborhood 
(f) f is quotient if for S C Y, S is closed in Y whenever f-l S is closed 
in X. 
Remark 2.2. Eac:h type of map defined in Definition 2.1 is preserved 
under composition. 
(a) Open maps and perfect maps are b&quotient. Quasi-perfect maps 
are countably b&quotient. 
(b) If f: X + Y is countably biquotient, and if each f“y is LindelSf, 
thenf-isbiquotient. 
-(c) The notions of hereditarily quotient and pseudo-open coincide 
&Theorem 13. 
(d) A map f: X + I’, Y Hausdorff, is biquotient if and only if f X iz 
is a quotient map for every space 2 [ 13, Proposition 2; 19, Theorem 1.31, 
where iZ denotes the identity map. This characterization of biquotient 
maps will not actually be used in this paper, but I think it is interesting 
and offers a justification for the name “b&quotient”.. 
It is sometimes useful 110 use characterizations of biquotient,, coun- 
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&Iy C-quotient and hereditarily quot%M maps in terms of filter bases; 
see Remtik 2.4(a)-(c). 
Ddinitidn 2.3 (see [ 2 1, Section I]). A filter base c3 is a non-empty col- 
l&ion of non-empty sets, such that if F, and F2 belong to F , then 
there ixists some F3 E T with F3 C F, P F2. 
In ;:I topological space Y, a filter base ‘3 accurnuiiztes at a point y if 
y E F for every FE 9 , and F converges to y if every neighborhood of 
y in Y contains ome FE T . 
Tvw filter bases F and 9 mesjz if every FE 5 intersects every C E 9. 
A filter base 9 coizverges to a set A in Y if every ope,-2. subset of Y 
whiclr, contains .A also contains oi~e FE FF .
A filter base 9 is an ou,ter nehluork at d. in Y if F converges to A and 
ACrW. 
A dlzsreasing sequence U,) of non-empty subsets of Y is a k-sequewe 
(q-sequence) if it is an outer network at a compa:;t (countably compact) 
subset of Y_ 
A decreasing sequence (A,) of non-empty subsets of Y is a r&ztive 
q-sequejYtce ’ if y, E A, for all yk implies that the sequence v 1, y2, . ..) 
has an accumulation poin? 4 in Y. 
Remark 2.4. (3) [ 19, Propositicon 2.21 A map f: X + Y is biquotient if 
and only if, whenever a filter base F in Y accumulates at y E Y, then 
f-l Saccumulates at some x E f- l y. 
(b) [L!6, Proposition 3.21 A map f: X + Y is countably biquotient if 
and only if, whenever (A,) is a decreasing sequence accumulating at y 
in Y, then Q+‘A,) accumulates at some x E f-l-y. 
(c) [ 115, Lemma 1; 2,Theorem 1; 21, Lemma 5.21 A mapf: X+ Y 
is hereditarily quotient if and only if, whenever y E xin Y, then 
x E (f-IA)- for some x ti f-‘y. 
(d) Every k-sequence isa q-sequen4=e, andevery q-seqtience isa rela- 
tive q-sequence. 
(e) If (A,) is a relative q-sequence in Y, and y, E A, for all n, then 
every infinite subset of {y , , y2, . . . )must have an accumulation point 
in Y. 
’ The concept of “q-sequence” as used in this paper is that introduced by Nagata [ 24 J and 
used by Michael [ 2 1 ] . The relative q-sequences of this paper are essentially the q-sequences of 
Morita and Rishel [ 231. The term “relative q-sequence”’ is new, although the concept probably 
originated with the definition of q-space in [ 17 ] . 
4 A point y is an accumulation point of the sequence (Yn) if every neighborhood of y con- 
tains y, for infinitely many ~1. 



















We proceed to define the spaces com;ldered in this paper, listed in 
Table 1. Except for column G, Table 1 is part of [ 2 1, Table I]. Most of 
the concepts in Table 1 will play a role in later sections; the othe?;; are 
included in the table for the sake of coc.lpleteness. The reader might 
wish to postpone reading the definition5 until the concepts appear later. 
In Table 1, the entries in columns D, E, and IF are actually characterized 
in [ 2 1 ] as images under the appropriate map (indicated at the beginning 
of the row in which the particular entry lies) of the spaces at the top of 
the respective columns, subjec; to th.e following restrictions, which are 
indicated parenthetically in Table I : ci) A space of pointwise countable 
type is an open image of some paracompact M-space has only been ‘estab- 
lished for Hausdorff spaces. (ii) A stric! q-space is an O;X~ k:;ge of some 
ace has only been established for regular spacus. (iii) Every quotient 
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of a paracompact M-space is a k-space is only true for Hausdorff quo- 
i:ients. (iv) Every quotient of an M-space is a quasi-k-space is only true 
for regular quotients. 
All entries in rows 2-6 are preserved by the corresponding maps, 
without assuming any separation properties. In column G, I do not know 
whether the entries in rows 3,4 and 5 can be characterized as the appro- 
priate images of t e entries above them. 
In each row, D + E + F + G, and in each column, 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 
5 + 6, with the exceptions that the lowest entry in column E (column 
F) is implied by those above it only if the spice is Hausdorff (regular). 
As Proposition 2.8 shows, columns F and G are the same i? normal 
spaces (in rows 2-5) and columns E and F are identical in paracompact 
spaces. 
We now define thd spaces listed in Table 1. Our first definitions are 
those of the spaces in column D, except fOi meitizabie spaces and first- 
countable spaces, which are well known. 
Definition 2.5. (a) (E. Michael [ 2 1, Definition 3.D. 11) A space Y is bi- 
seqzaential if, whenever afilter base T accumulates at y in Y, then there 
is a decrezsing sequence (A,) in Y which meshes with 9 and cowerges 
to y. 
(b) (F. Siwiec [ 26, Definition 1.11, E. Michael [ 2 1, Lemma 4.D.21) 
A space Y is cotrntab2y bi-seq:;entiaZ if, whenever @‘*I’ is a decreasing 
sequence of subsets of Y accumulating at y in Y, then there exist 
y, e FM sLtc;h that the sequence (y,) converges to y. 
(c) A space 2’ is a FrWzet space if, whenever y E z in Y, then there 
is a sequence in A which c~~,,vsr~es to y.
(d) (S.P. Franklin 1 IO]) A space Y is seqtemtial if a subset A of Y is 
closed whenever it has the following property: If yn E _4 (n = 1, 2, . ..) 
and y, + y, then y E ‘4. 
Our next definitions are those of the spaces in columns E, F, and G. 
Definitim 2.6. (a) (M. Morita [ ‘22, Theorem 6.1 j-) A space Y is a para- 
ccmpact M-space (M-space) if there exist a metric space M and a perfect 
(quasi-perfect) map f: Y + M. (See also E. Michael [2 1 5 Theorem 0.11.) 
(b) A space Y is of pointwise countable type (A. Arhangel’skiT [3] ) 
(a strict q-space; a q-space (E. Michael [ 2 1) Section 2.F] )) if each point 
of Y has a k-sequence (q-sequence; relative q-sequence) of neighbor- 
h,atods. 
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(c) (E. Michael [ 2 1, Section 31) A ;_;pace Y is bi-k @i-quasi-k; relative- 
2’ hi-quasi-k) if, whenever T is a filre: base accumulating at y in Y, then 
there exists a k-sequence (q-sequence; relative q-sequence) (A,) h Y 
which meshes with ? . 
(d) (E. Michael [ 2 1, Section 4] ) A space Y is countably bi-k (coun- 
tubly bi-quasi-k; relatiyely countably bi-qtlasi-k) if, when.ever ‘FJ is a 
decreasing sequence accumulating at y in Y? then there exists a k-sequence. 
(q-sequence; relative q-sequence) <An> in Y such that y e ‘(An ft F,)- for 
all n. 
(e) (E. Michael [ 2 1, Section 51) A space Y is s@$y bi-k (sin& W 
quasi-k; relatively sirzgly hi-quasi-k) if, whenever y E Fin Y, then there 
exists a k-sequence (q-sequence; relative q-sequence) (A,> in Y such that 
y e (A, 17 F)- for all ~2. 
(f) A space Y is a k-space (quasi-k-spuce (J. Nagais 1241)) if a subset 
A of Y is closed whenever A n K is closed in K for every compact (coun- 
tably compact) subset K of Y. 
Emma 2.7 (E. Michael). Let Y be a n ~mal space, amd Zet (A,> be Q 
relative q-sequence in Y. Then there c xists a q-sequel Ice CB,) such that 
A, C B, for all n. 
Proof. First, let us shov . that A = n +4,, is countably compact. Suppose 
oth::rwise; then there exist distinc; ,I E A (n = 1, 2, . ..) such that D = 
{Yp Yp l *a ) has no accumulation p,ints in A, a closed subset of Y. 
Therefore, 21 is a closed discrete sut: $set of Y, Define f: D --, R (reals) by 
fY = n. By the Tietze Extension TI,‘eorem, jrhas a continuous exten- 
sion F Y --), R. Let U = f”’ (n - 1, tz + 1); then Un is a neighborhood of 
yn, hence U,, n ~~:I, $0. Let X, E Un CI A,. Because (A,) is a relative 
q-sequence, the sequence (x,> has an accumulation point x f Y. Hence 
fi is an accumu?l:stion point of the sequence (fin>. But this is impossible 
since (fin) clearly has no accumulation points in R. Therefore, A is 
countably compact. 
Jt is now clear that if B, = A, u A, then (B,) is an outer network at 
A, and hence a q-sequence. 
Proposition 2.8. Let Y be a topological spuce. 
(i) If I’ is paracompact, then in each of rows l-6 of Table 1, E ++ F. 
(ii) If 1’ is normal, then in each of row’s 3-5 of Tab/e 1, F ++ G. 
(ii’) If Y is regular, then F - G in row 2. 
(iii) Jf Y is paracompact and h’ilm.iorf~ then irFz each of mw~ .&--..q 
Tuble 1, E f, G. 
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oaf. (i) Because any locally finite open cover of a countably compact 
set is kite and a closed subset of a paracompact space is paracompact, 
the &xure of any countably compact subset of a paracompact space is 
compsct. Hence if (A,) is a q-sequence in a paracompact space Y, let 
B, =A,u tn;=1 A, )-. Then (B, ) is a k-sequence in Y such that 
A, L - B, for all yt. It follows that F + E in each of rows 1-6. (This re- 
sult was proved in [ 2 1 3 Section O] for paracompact Hausdorff spaces.) 
(ii) This follows from Lemma 2.7. 
(ii’) E. Michael has made this observation i  [ 2 1, Section 2.F]. 
(iii) This follows from (i), (ii), and (ii’). 
In view of Proposition 2,8(ii’), it seems pfausible that regularity, in- 
stead of normality, might be sufficient for Lemma 2.7 or Proposition 
2.8(ii); see Problem 2.9. However, Hausdorff does not suffice for Pro- 
position 2.8(ii), (ii’) or (iii), hence neither for Lemma 2.7; see Example 
7.6. For the question E c-) F, see [ 2 11. 
Probiem 2.9. In Proposition 2.$(ii), can “Y is normal” be replaced by 
“Y is regular”? (Lemma 2.7 would not be true if “Y is normal” were 
replaced by “Y is regular”: In the space !I!, described in Example 7.6, 
let A, = N (n = 1, 2, . ..). Then U,) is a relative cp-sequence, but there is 
no q-sequence 03,) in \k such that A, c B, for all n. > 
Another condition that yields some equivalences inTable 1 and which 
we need later on, is provided by the following result, most of which is 
from E. Michael’s [ 2 1, Theorem 7.3a] .
Proposition 2.10. Let Y be a Hausdorff space ilz which every point is a 
C,. Then in each of rows 2-6 of Table I, D * E; if Y is regular, then 
in each of rows 2-6, all columns are equivalent. 
Proof. Except for the part dealing with column G, this is Michael’s [2 1, 
Theorem 7.3a]. Let us show that in each at’ rev’s 2-5 of Table 1, G -+ E, 
For. ify e Y is an accumulation point of a relative q-sequence (A,), and 
if (d,) is a decreasing sequence of closed neighborhoods ofy such that 
n;;_. 1 B, = {y), then (,4, n B,) is Can outer network at (y} and hence) 
% k::;equence in Y which meshes with any filter base F for which y GZ 
C1, n F)- foraU% 57. 
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3. Equi-Lindeliif collections 
efinitisn 3.f. A collection d of subsets of a topological spacle X is 
equHA2deJ6~ if every open cover V of X has an open refinemr=nt (9.9 
such that each A cz d intersects only countably many V c~V .
The notion of an equi-Lindelfif collection is a new concept, to be 
used in Section 4, but is also of interest in itself. The term “equi-linde- 
lijf” was suggested by E. Michael. 
F&ma+ 3.2. (a) If E c X and Eis Lindeliif, thl.en any collection of sub- 
sets of E is equi-Lindeliif in X. 
(b) If SQ is an equi-LindelGf collection of subsets of X ;end A E SQ , 
the;~‘A is Lindelaf. 
(c) If SQ is an equi-Lindel8f collection of subsets of X, and ifg is a 
collection c f silbsets of X such that ~a.c,r B E %93 is a subset of 2 fox _ 
some A E SQ , then % is equi-LindeW. 
(d) If SQ is an equi-LindelSf collectton of subsets of X, and if U SB i.s 
closed in X, then U gQ is nxta-Lindekf 5 l
(e) If SQ is a countable qui-LindeW collection of subsets of X, then 
(u 94) is equi-Lindelijlf, and by Remark 3.2(b), ( Ud)- is Lindelof. 
Proposition 3.3. If X is paracompact, then any c&e&m of EndelCf 
subsets of X Ss equi--LindelOjI 
Proof. &Let SQ be a collection of Lindel6a” subsets of X, and let Cu be an 
open cover of X. Since X is paracompact, V has a locally finite open 
-efinement V . However, any locally finite open cover of a Liiideliif 
space is countable, so each A E ti intersects only countably* many 
VCZ 5V. 
Propositiori 3.4. If X is meta-LindegLifi then any collection @separable 
subsets of X is equi-LindeiOg 
Proof. This follows easily, as in Proposition 3.3, from t’ke facbi chat a 
point-countable open cover of a separable space is countable. 
In contrast o Rogositions 3.3 and 3,4, it is noi: Pue that in a rrzta- 
Lindelaf space any collection of Lindeliif subsets is eq:d-Lindclsf, as the 
following example demonstrates. 
’ A sgace is meta-~indek&f if every open LOW?~ kas a point-counltable open refinc~ient. 
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Example 3.5 (E. Michael). There exists a topological space Z which has 
a point-countable base (hence is meta-Lindeliif) and a countable collec- 
tion of Lindelijf subsets which is not equi-Lindeliif. 
Frosf. E. Michael [ 161 shows that spaces X and Y exist which satisfy 
the following conditions. 
(i) X is a regular Lindeliif space with point-countable base. 
(ii) Y is a semrable metric space. 
(iii) _A- X Y has a point-countable base, but is not normal. 
Let {y,, y2, .*. ] be dense in Y. Then s$ = {XX (y,}}~=, is a countable 
cohecticn of Lindeliif subsets of the space 2 = XX Y, which has a point- 
countable base, If SC were equi-Lindelijf in 2, then (lJ d)- = 2 would 
be Lindelof, by Remark 3.2(e). But Z is not Liridelof since 2 is regular 
but nc! normal. That completes the proof. 
4. Quotient maps ontopcompact (and some more general) spaces _ 
In this section, we establish some sufficient conditions for a quotient 
map to be b&quotient or hereditarily quotient, providing examples to 
show certain conditions are not sufficient, and we consider other condi- 
tions in some problems. 
First, let us introduce some preliminary results, which may be of in- 
dependent interest. 
Lemma 4.1* Let 9 be a point-countable cover of 42 se? Y. If Y cannot 
be covered by finitely many FE 9, then Y has a countable subset which 
cannot be covered by finite& many F E y . 
Proof. For each y E Y, Let F, Q), F,(y), . . . denote the members of ‘3 
that contain y. Consider the subset C = {u,, y2, . . . ) of Y defined as 
follows: Let y1 E Y be arbitrary. If bz 3 2 and y L, ._, yn t have been 
chosen, le,‘- y, E Y \ U 
required properties, 
ii<nF&.). It is easily checked that C has the 
’ 
Lemma 4.2. Let f: X -+ Y be a quotient map, and d a collection of c 
dosed subsets of Y If f -’ d is locally finite, then 54 is locally finite. 
oof. It is easy to check that d is point-finite. If E Y,LetIPQ’= 
[A E d : y 4 A), and note that &sQ ’ is finite. ‘I en f-!d ' is alocal 
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finite collection of closed subsets of X’, hence Uf-‘sQ ’ = f-l (U A’) is 
closed in X. Since f is quotient, U PQ’ is closed in Y. Thus Y \ USQ ’ is a 
neighborhood of y which intersects oniy finitely manyA F SQ: That 
completes the proof. 
Theorem 4.3. Let f: X + Y be a quotient mag ovlto a Hausdorff space 
Y, and let E C Y with {f %: z cz E) equi-Lindelilif in X. &(A,) is a 
relative q-sequence P’pz Y of subsets of E which accumulates at y E E, 
then <f--l A,> accumulates at some x E f -‘y. 
Proof. Suppose otherwise. For y1 = 1, 2, . . . . let Q = X \ (j’-l A,)--. 
Then {V,;~_, is an increasing open cover of f-t y with each f Ln inter- 
secting only Finitely many A,. 
For each z E Y \ {y .), let Vz be an open neighborhood of z whose 
closure does not contain y, and let V be an open refinement of the 
open cover ( UI? ]z= r v if‘-’ Vz: z f Y \ (y}] of X such that, for each 
z E E, f -‘z intersects only countably many YE V . 
Nexr, observe that A, cannot be covered bs, finitely many f V with 
‘c/E ‘37 . In fact, if 9 is a finitesubcollection z&J , then it is easy l Lo 
verify that y belongs to the closure of A, \ tJ,f 9. 
Now, f c)3 is a point-countab!,e cover of A,. i3y Lemma 4.1, there 
exists a countable subset B, of A,, which cannot be covzred by finitely 
many members of fV. Because Uz= 1 B, is a countable subs.et of Ei. 
fW1(U~J3,) intersects only countably many YEV ) say, I/,, Vz, . . . . 
Choose y, E B, \ (f V, U . . . U f !‘,). Observe that since Ut__r B, C 
Ut=, f J/n, there are infinitely many yn. The collection (ty, ), (_I 2), .( ) 
of closed subsets of Y has the property that for each V E v, f V in%],*- 
sects only finitely .+nany members of the collection; so by Llemma 4.2, 
the collection is locally finite, and hence {y 1, y2, . . . ) has no accumda- 
tion points in Y. But this contradicts Remark 2.4(e), since yn E A, for 
all ~1, and (A,> is a relative q-sequence. That completes the proof. 
The following result has particular interest in the special case where 
E = Y and Y is compact. 
Theorem 4.4. Let f: X + Y be a quotient map onto c1 Hausdo.&fspace Y 
which is relatively c”cld&ahly hi-quc@k, atid ,!et E be a subset of Y such 
that ( f -’ y : y E E) is equi-Lindeliif’ in X, Then fE is cji-quotietlt. 
roof. Bn view of Remarks 3.2(b) and 2.2(b), it is enough to prove that 
Suppose U$) is i decreasing sequence _);f subsets of E which accumu- 
lates at y E E. Then there is a relative q-sequence (A, 1 in Y with y E 
(I$ n A,)- for all ~2. Since (A,; is a relative q-sequence, so is {F* n A r ). 
By Theorem 43, <f-‘(F,, 19 A,d)) accumulstes at some x C f-$ There- 
fore cf-’ F*) accumulates at x E f’-$ Tirat completes the proof= 
The following is proved Iike Theorem 4.4, using the characterization 
in Remark 2.4(c) instead of Remark 2.4(b). 
The remainder of this section is devoted to dpplicaticns and possible 
modifications of Theorem 4.4. Observe that, for the space Y, we assume 
the weakest condition in row 4 of Table 1, but even the strongest condi- 
tion (Frechet) in row 5 is not sufficient, as [ 19, Ex;Lanple 8.9 ] shows. 
Before continuing, we p’ause to raise a question. First, we need the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 4.6. Let Y he a Tppace. ITzen (11 implies (ii) below. 
(i) Y is a reZativery countably b&quasi-k-space. 
(ii) Wheiaever V,,) is a decre&ing sequence with common accumula- 
tion point y in Y (that is, y E (F, \ {y })- _for all n), then there exist 
A, c Fn which are closed in Y such that U lz1 A, is not closed in Y. 
Proof, That every countably biquasi-k T, -space satisfies iii) is the con- 
tent of IMichael’s f 2 1, Lemma 9.11, and an obvious modification of 
Michael’s proof shows that (i) implies (ii). 
In general, (ii) does not imply (i); see [ 21, Example 10.101 or Example 
4.11. Nevertheless, we have the following problem. 
lem 4% ‘7. In Theorem 4.4, <an the condition that Y satisfy J..emrzma 
UX.i) ble replaced by the condition t&hat Y s tisfy 4.6 (ii) ? What if E = Y ? 
(E. Michael [2 1 3 Theorem 9.51 has shown that the answer is affirmative 
if X or Y is determined by countable subsets (a property gpsssesse 
particular, by all sequential spaces). PIote that by Remarks 3.2(a), (e?, 
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Michael’s condition t&at (f-“E”)- is Lindeliif for countable E is equiv- o 
alent to the condition that {f-ly: y cs E j is equi-LindelZjf for such E.) 
Qnc consequence of Theorem 4.4 is Theorem 1.1 of the Introduction, 
in view of Proposition 3.3. Another consequence is the following result,, 
due to V.V. Filippov [8, TIteorem 2.11. 
Theorem 4.8 (V.V. Filippov). Let f: X -+ Y be a quotient ~-mapping 6 of 
n space X with pain:-coukm!Ve base onto a Hausdorff space Y of point- 
wise countable type. Then the ma&v f is b&quotient. 
Proof, A space with poir&countable base is clearly meta-Lindelof, and 
since f is an s-mapping, {f -ly: y E Y) is equi-Lindcf6f in X, by Propo- 
sition 3.4. Fh&y, since spaces of pointwise countable type are relatively 
countably b&quasi-k, Theorem 4.4 applies; therefore, f is hbiquotient. 
Problem 4.9. Does Filippov’s theorem, Theorem 4.8, remain true if the 
condition “f is an s-&mapping” is replaced by “f--l y is LindelBf for each 
y f Y”? (See Example 3.5.) 
In a different direction Michael [ 2 11, Problem 5 J asked, in effect, 
whether in Theorem 4.8, the condition that X has a. point-cour:pable 
base can be weakened to the condition that X is first-countable. Exam- 
ple 4.10 shows that the answer is no, even if Y is cs*nvact. L 
Example 4.10. There exists a quotient map f: X --, Y, with X locally 
comp~i Hausdorff, first-countable, and each f-l> compact, wi&h Y 
compact Hausdorff, but f ilot hereditarily quotient. 
Proof. E. Michael [ 2 1, Example 10.131 has shown that there exists a 
quotienr map Itt : X* + I’ with X* Icoally compac, Hausdorff and bi- 
sequental and each K’y finite, with Y compact Hausdorff, but h not 
hereditarily quotient. Indeed, X* is a disjoint union X* = X, +X,, 
whers X’, is a first-countable, locally compact Hausdorff space ’ and 
X, is the one-point compactification of a discrete space D of cardinality 
2”o 5 2nd k 1 Xl and h 1 X, are both one-to-one. By Alexandroff and Ury- 
’ An s-mupping f: X-3 Y is a map for whicla fly is separable for every y E Y. 
’ in fact, the space X1 is the space @ of belt. { l&51, p. 79) (see Example 7.6), and the 
space Y is the one-paint compactific;?!iorm of q., stadir ;I by Franklin [ $1, Example 7.1, I.
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sohn [ k ] (see [ 7, Sect&n 1 ] ), D can be embedded as a dense open sub- 
set of a first-countable compact HauFdorff space Z (called A(.? in [ 7]), 
with Z \ D homeomorphic to the interval I = [0, 11. 
Let g, : X, --p X, be tile identity map, and let g, : 2’+ X, ;je tile con- 
tinuous exteF:ision of the identity map on D. Let g : X, + 2 -+ X, -t X, be 
defined byglX, =gl, gl Z=g,. 
Let X = X, + 2, and define f: X + Y by f = h * g. Then f has the re- 
quired properties; in particular, f is not hereditarily quotient, for if it 
were, then h would also be, by the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.11. Ler f: X + Y and g : Y -+ Z be mrlps. If g * f is open, bi- 
quotient, courzt~bly hi-quotient,, hereditarily quotient, or qtmtierlt, therz 
so is g. 
?roof. Each of these cizims is routinely verified- -We remark that this is 
well known for quotient maps, and explicitly stated [ 19, Proptisition 3.0]* 
for b&quotient maps. 
xemark 4.12. The example of Michael [ 2 1, Example 10.13 ] , which was 
used in the proof of our Example 4.10, has all the features of Example 
4.10 except first-countability of X, and moreover the map in that exam- 
ple is finite-to-on& (in fact, two-to-one). Repcatiw.problem of Michael 
[21, Pioblem 51, we ask: 
oblem 4.13. Can Example 4.10 be strengthened to make f finite-to-zj:c 
(or even two-to-one) ‘! 
5. Every compact Hausdorff Frkchet space is countably bi-sequential 
In f2 1, Problem 31, E. Michael asks whether a compact Hausdorff 
Frkchet space mLost be countably bi-sequential. Independertly, A.V. Ar- 
hangel’skiI and the author have found this is indeed the case. In fact, the 
condition tl*;at he space be compact Hausdorff m;ly be weakened con- 
siderably, as the following theorenl. demonstrates. 
heorem 5.1. Everv regulur Frkhet space Y which safisfies Lemma 4.6 ” 
(ii) is countably bi-se!querz tial. 
w3f- Suppose, !fii) is a decreasin,:, 9 sequence of sIJtIseQs of Y, and 
y*? 5: .t$ for all n = P , 2, . . . . De&~ 
We shall show that y * c S. I%-st, let us show S is closed. 
If y’ . E 5, then, because Y is Frechet, there is a sequence <u’ 
a 
1 in S 
whick converges to y’. From the definition of S, there exist y, E Fk 
such tp:at ,I$ + yk, for all n. Consequently, ’ belongs to the closure of 
CY 
kl 
n J&;+.?Q. 1 l Because Y is Frechet, there is a sequence C_$$$, with 
kfm; 2~ n(m) for m = 1, 2, . . . . which converges to y’. If some yi = y’, 
then / E S; otherwise we may assume n(m) > m. But then k(m) 2 m, 
soy;;;; E Fktrnl c ITm, and hence y’ E S. Thus S is clued. 
If V* & S, then, since Y is regular, there exists a neighborhorad U of 
y* s&sfying gn S = Q). Then y* E (UC FJ- for all ~1, but Y satisfiies 
Lemma 4.6(ii), so there exist closed subsets A, C Un 1;, suczl that 
Ui=, A, is not close& Let y E (lJz._l AR)- \ Utzl A,. Then there 
exist y, E U & A, such that y, + y ; since y 4 A, and 14 k; is closed, we 
can even choose yn E UF=, A,. Hence y, E Un Fn and y, + y. This 
implies y E S n U = 9, and the contradiction completes the pr800f. 
Corollary 5.2. If f: X + Y is quotient, ~lld if Y is a regular FGchet space 
which satisfies Lemma 4.6 (ii), t/m f i& countabky bi-quotien t. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 5.1 and a result 0.f Si- 
wiec [26, Theorem 4.31 (see also [21, Proposition &lb]) which. states 
that a quotient map onto a Nausdorff countably bi-sequential space is 
countably K-quotient. 
6. Countably bi-sequential spaces and their products 
Let us first discuss ome examples of countably bi-sequential spaces 
that are not bi-sequential. 
Assuming the existence of a measurable cardinal, E. Michael 12 1, 
Example 10.15 ] has an example of a compact Hausdorff space which. 
is countably bi-sequential but not bi-sequential. 
Assuming 2 ‘0 C 2”r ? 3.R. Isbell h as an example (E’xample 6.5 below) 
cf a countably bi-sequential space which is countable and regular (hence 
paracomnact) but not b&sequential. 
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AX Arhangel’r;ki’i has a example of a sequentially compact space 
which is countabl:~ bi-sequential but not b&sequential, whose existence 
&$pends only on tire usual axioms of set theory (including the axiom of 
&oice). We now show that this example can be modified to obtain such 
iJ. space that is paracompact (but no longer sequential!y compact). 
iixampb 6.1. There exists a paracompact ountably bi-sequential space 
YS with only one non-isolated point, that is not b&sequential nd whose 
existence depends only on the usual axioms of set theory. 
Proof. Let X be the space of Arhangel’skii that is countably bi-sequen-. 
tial but not bi-sequential, and let x f X be a point for which there exists 
a filter base 9 which accumulates at x but no &creasing sequence in X 
both meshes withF and converges to X. Let X be the space obtained 
from X by defining a subset U of Y to be opelc ‘rl Y if either (i) I/ is 
open in X, or (ii) x @ X Then it is easy to check that Y has the required 
properties. 
Problem 6.2 (see [ 2 1, Problem 41). Is there a regular LindelBf, or even 
compact Hausdorff space with all the features of Example 6.1 ? Is there 
a separable xample with these proper Ces? 
Remark 6.3. At this p,oint, we add a word or two concerning the above 
czuntably bi-sequential spaces which are not bi-sequentia!, and consider 
the question of’ whether they are bi-k, hi-quasi-k, or relatively biquasi-k* 
(a) Michael’!: t-’ rQ** ?le is compact Haprsdorff, hence bi-k. 
(b) l3ecaus J example is countable and regul2.v each p:jint is a 
G, ; therefore t. j,nle is not a biq7 #asi-k-space, by l’roposition 2.10. 
fn fact, it is not , . .._ &iv i, . b&qua;, I;. 
(c) Arha ngel’saii h,* :,how shat his example is not bi-k; however, 
because his example ia sequentially compact, it is clearly an M-space an3 
hence biquasi-k. 
(d) If Y is the space of Example 6.1, and if the non-isolated point of 
Y is taken to be a point of Arhangel’skii’s example X at which X is not 
bi-k, then Y is not bi=k either, since any com,eact subset of Y must be 
C33mpsrt in X. ecause Y is paracompact and Hausdorff, Y is not even 
relat!:‘veiy countably biquasi-k, by Proposition 2.8. 
Rctgarding the remaining examples in this section, subspaces of 
of pa.rtkwlar interest, so we consCler some preliminarlcs concernin 
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is the Stonla - -++ech ompactification of the 
f positive integers with the discrete topology. 
(a) If A c @+I, then A$ denotes the closure of A in @+I. 
(b) If A is an infinite subset of N, then A’ denotes A0 \ 
(c) B’ c A’ if and only if B \ A is finite. 
(d) Every open-closed set in pEu is of the farm A@ 5 for some A c 
The sets A@ form a base for the open sets in flN. 
(e) Every open-closed set in pN \ N is of the form A’. The sets A’ form 
a base for the open sets in pN \ N. 
(f) Every non-empty G, in (SN \ N has a non-empty interior. 
(g) In /3N \ N, two disjoint open F. subsets have disjoint closures. 
(h) In pN and in @V \ N, a zero set (of a continuous function into the 
reals) is the r:;ame as a closed G, ; and such a set can be written as the 
countable intersection of a decreasing sequence sf open-closed sets. 
Of the above, (b)-(g) are from Gillman and Jerison [ 12, &S, pp. 98--99 
and 14N(4), p. 2 15 ‘j . The notation for (a) was suggested by John Isbel. 
Finally, (h) holds for any compact Hausdorff space in which the open- 
closed sets form a base (normality is sufficient for the first part of fhj). 
The following example of J.R. Isbell, which depends on the s.~sump- 
tion that 2’0 6 2” 1, is fundamental to our constructions. The examples 
which depend on this assumption are indicated by (2No < 2” 1). Since 
Isbell has indicated that he does not plan to publish the following exam- 
ple, the proof is included here, with his kfnd pn,r-nlission. 
Example 6.5 (AR. Isbell i2Ho < 26t)). In /3N \ N there are closed sub- 
sets A and B qjvith non-empty intersection;, such that neither intersects 
the interior of the other, with the following properties. 
(i) Every zero set which intersects A intersects the interior of A. 
(ii) Every zero set which intersects B intersects the interior of B. 
(iii) The (regular) quotient spaces Y = (N U A) / A ahd Z = 0% U B) / B 
are countably b&sequential but not bi-sequential. 
Proof. Part I. Let us first show that (iii) follows from (i) and. (.%). Write 
Y=Nu{A) andZ= U {B). Because points of are open in. Y, every 
subset of Y which co ains A is closed, and Y is egular sp= Like- 
wise, 2 is regular. 
We now show that Y is countzbly bi-sequential. Let P’J be a decrea 
ing sequence in Y which accumulates at some p E Y. We maJst show :h 
there is a sequence (v, i, with yn E Fn for all yt, such that yn -+ p. If 
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p E Fn for all rr, then there is nothing to prove. Thus we assume p = ./: 
‘znd Fn c N, for all yt. Since A E F*, the closure of Fn in Y, A n Fi J= (b 
in /3N ‘\ N. Hence (Iz’= n 5 1 FA is a closed G, , and therefore a zero set, in 
pN\ which intersects A l By hypothesis, C intersects the interior of A, 
so this intersection is a non-empty G, in /3N \ N with non-empty interior 
(by Remark 6.4(f)). Therefore, there exists F C N such that 0 # F’ CI: 
A rr C. Since F’ c FA, F or Fn must be infinite. Choose distinct y, f 
Fn F .Theny, + A in Y. Similarly, 2 is countably bi-sequential. 
Th$ neither Y nor 2 is b&sequential follows from Example 6.6 and 
Proposition 6.7 (and the above paragraph). Nevertheless, we give a 
direct proof. To show that Y is not b&sequential, et x E A n B, and 
caiisider the filter base ‘3 = (F c N: x E F’). Clearly ‘3 accumulates at 
p4 in Y, hence if Y is bi-sequential, then there exists a decreasing sequence 
(A,> of subsets of Y which meshes with y and converges to A in Y. Let 
Fn = A, n N. Then (F,> also meshes with F and converges to A in Y. 
Now 9 is a maximal filter base in N, hence Fn E 9 for all n. Because 
(F,) converges to A in Y, it follows that every open subset of PN which 
contains 14 contains some F’i . Hence n,“= 1FA C A, and nF= 1 Fk is a zero 
set contaming x. By (ii), n ;=, F’ intersects the interior in @N \ N of B; n 
but this implies A intersects the interior of B. contrary to assumption. 
Therefore Y is i;ot bi-sequential. Likewise 2 is not bi-sequential. 
Part II. Let us now construct two closed subsets 14 and B of PN \ N, 
neither intersecting the interior of the other, A and B having non-empty 
intersection and satisfying (i) and (ii). Let G)~ denote the first uncount- 
able ordinal, and suppose 2”0 < 2” 1. 
Since non-empty G, subsets of /3N \ N have non-empty interior 
(Remark 6.4 (f)), there exists a collection (Ra}O1<W of non-empty open- 
closed subsets of /3N \ N suchthat whenever ar < p 2 Us, Ra 3 R, and 
K& \ R, + 0. The differences Dd = Ra \ R,+l are H 1 disjoint open-closed 
subsets of PN \ N. There are 2”’ subsets J of the index set {(Y: ar < c3l}, 
and 2”O continuous functions from j?N \ N into the reals (PN \ N is a 
closed subspace of the separable normi space /3N); so for some J, there 
is no continuous function from PPJ \ N into the reals which separates 
: (I! E J) from V= U{&: cy $- J).Mence [T, the closure of Uin 
\ N, htersects r For p < cdl, let Up = U\ R, alld VP = V \ Rfi. 
That is, 
Using transfinite induction, we will construct increasing families (?I; )cl<wl 
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To this end, we will inductivzky construct open-closed L/L containing 
UP and disjoint from VU R,, anti define Vk = (/IPi \ N)i \ c-‘/L LJ It 1. 
Note VI contains VP. Let u; :== U, = 0; at an isolated ordinal h + l’let 
u h+l = UA * %*I’ At a limit olrd inal h, U( UL : K < A} and R, W 
U {vi : K < A) are disjoint (by induction) open F. subsets of fiN ‘i, N; 
so they have disjoint closures (by Remark 6.Lc(g)), and hence there i.r;; 
an open-closed set U!‘! containing fU { UK : K <f A) 3 U {UK : K < A) 3= U,, 
and disjoint from R, U 19 Iv’,: K a< X) 3 R, u?, =R, iJ V. Observe: 
that if at < PC ol, then i$ c Vfl and Vi C Vi. Thus W&_, ar,d 
W )cl<“l are as required. 
a 
b efine Al 9 U and B 3 V as follows: 
A =(U{uj,: p< 01))-, B=(U{V;:~<L+))‘-~ 
Thus A and B are closed, and A fl B Z, u 17 v # 8. Since A and B are 
c!osures of two disjoint open sets neither intersects the interior of the 
other (ii’ the interior of _B intersects A, then it intersects Up lit w,hich 
must, in turn, intersect U, Vk). 
Finally, we verify (1) and (ii). Supposed & 1 Fn is a closed G, ((with 
each F., open-clos’ed in flN ‘, N; see Remark 6.4(h)) which intersects A. 
For ear% n, there exists py2 l< c3 1 such that 15;1 n Ryan # 0. Let p= sup ~1, ; 
then W n-__l Fr3 n UL is a non-empty subset of U; , and thus lies in the 
interior lof A. Hence (i) is satisfied. Similarly, (ii) is satisfied. That com- 
pletes tl,.e proof. 
John Isbell established Example 6.5 in a letter to Ernest Michael. 
Isbell also observed that if one assumes the continuum hypothesis, which 
is slightly strongf$r than 2”0 < 2N 1, then Example 6.5 (i) and (ii) can 
easily be obtained from a result of Fine and Gillman 19, Theorem 4.661. 
As the above proof indicates, Example 6.5 (iii) follows from Example 
6.5 (i) and (ii). 
The remainder of this section is concerned with protiucts of spaces in 
which at least one of the factors is countably bi-sequential. E. Michael 
prov~ci 12 i, Proposition 3B.31 ii,,at the product of two (or even! coun- 
tably many) Li-sequential spaces is always bi-sequential, and asked 
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Problem 21 whether an analogous result is true for countably btsequen- 
tial spaces. Using xample 6.5, we shall now show that, if ZNO < 2N1, 
the answer is negative. 
xample 6.6 (2 K. < 2H1). There exist countable, regular, countably 
b&sequential spaces Y and 2 such that Y X 2 is not countably bi-sequen- 
tial (in fact, YX Z is not even a k-space). 
of. Let Y and Z be as in Example 6.5. We shah show that YX 2 is not 
space, hence not a quasi-k space, for, YX Z is countable, so the coun- 
tably compact subsets coincide with the compact subsets. 
V?~iteY=N~(A),Z=Nu{B),anddefineD=((n,n)f YXZ:nE 
We shall show that I) n K is closed in K for every compact subset K of 
I’X 2, but that D is not closed in YX 2. 
Since A CI B # & it fo!lows that D= D 13 {(A, B j) s hence D is not 
closed in YXZ. Next, to show D n K is closed in K for every compact 
subset K of YXZ, it suffices to show D n K is finite. If D n K is infinite, 
then D n K must be the one-point compactification of thlpV muntable 
discrete space D n K, hence there is a sequence ((12~’ n&O in D n K 
which converges to (A, B). Hence nk -+ A in Y, and nk + B in 2. Let 
E = ( nk : k E N ) . Then E’ is open in @N \ N, by Remark 6.4(e). Since 
eyery neighbor sod of the set A in PN contains ali but finitely many 
elements of E, it fo]Ilows that E’ C A; similarly, B’ C B. Hence Q) # E’ C 
A n I?, so the interiors in pN 1 N of A and B intersect, contrary to the 
assumpkns of Example 6.5. That completes the proof, 
xampk 6.6 raises the question: Under what circumstances is the 
product of two countably b&sequential spaces again cokntably bi- 
sequential? Qne such condition is provided by the following result. 
.7 (E. Michael [ 2 I, Proposition 4.D.4] ). If Y is hi-s?quen- 
tiul, then YX X is countably bi-s~equential for every countably bk equen- 
Eid space X. 
However, the converse of Proposition 6.7 is false, as Example 6.9 
~klows. To obtairl this example, we need Proposition 6.8 below. 
osition 6. . Let X be a locti 
ml let Y be countably bi-seqmwt 
usdorff sequential space, 
Fhkhet (ccwntat@ bi- 
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sequential) for every separable compact C C X. ’ then X W 0 R&her 
(court tubly bi-sequen tid. In Lr,rwticuhr, if every separabie mmp~w$ sub- 
set of X i,v bi-sequential, then YX Y k countably b&sequential: 
osf. By [ 18, Theorem 4.2], XX Y is sequential. Let us first show that 
if CX Y is Fr&chet for every separable compact C C X, then XX Y is 
Fr&h.et. By [21 9 Lemma 8.3 and Proposition 8.71, it suffices to show 
every countable subset of ;jl’;r; Y is Frechet; he.nce it clearly suffices to 
show CX Y is F&h& for every countable subset C of X (since any sub- 
space of a Frechet space is Frichet). 
Suppose F C CX Y, and (x, 1~) E rn C”X Y. We must $how there is a 
sequence in F which converges to (9c, u). Let K be a compact neighbor- 
hood of x in X. Then (C n R)- is a sepallable compact subset of X, and 
(x, JQ belongs to the closure of F n [(C f9 K)-X Y] in (C n x)-X Y, by 
hypothesis aFr6chet space, hence there is a sequence in F which con- 
verges to Ix. y)- 
By a result of Michael [ 2 1, P’ropositior:l4.D.5], a space Y is countably 
hi-sequential if and only if Y X I ik Frechet. If CX Y is countably bi- 
sequential for each separable compact C c’: X, then CX YX I is Fr6chet3 
hence XX Z?Xl is Fr6chet by th.e previous paragraph, and thus XX Y is 
countably bi-sequential. 
The “in particular” follows from Propclsition 6.?. > 
Example 6.9 (measurable cardinal). Assuming the existence of a mecs- 
urable cardinal, there exists a compact Hausdorf’f space X which satis- 
fies the following conditions. 
(i) XX Y is countably b&sequential for every clountably bi-sequential 
space Y. 
(ii) X is not b&sequential. 
Proof. Assuming the existence of a measurable cardinal, E. Michael f 2 1 9 
Example 10.151 has an example of a one-point compactification X of a 
discrete space such that X is countably bi-sequential but n&, bi-sequential. 
If Y is a collntably bi-secuential space, then so is .XX Y, since the seppar- 
able compact subsets of X are finite sets or convergent sequences (which 
are metrizable and hence bi-sequential). 
Remark 6.10. It is not known whether the product of two compact 
’ Actually, with some effort, it can be shown that ie suffices :to check this condition for QXTP 
pact subspaces C havrng a dense subset howeomoorphic to
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Hausdorff Freshet waces is again Frechet; see [2 1, Problem 3 ] - lo How- 
ever, in view of Proposition 6.8 and Footnote 9, if there are two such 
spaces whose product is not Frechet, then there are two such spaces 
th;zt are c*ompactifications of N. 
Analogous to Pr,aposition 6.7, E. Michael [ 2 1, Proposition 4.E.31 has 
shown tlhat he product of a countably bi-k-space and a bi-s 
space is ;a countably b&k-space. Example 6.6 implies that the pititiuct of 
two countably bi-k-spaces need not be couJnt%bly bi-k. We now prove 
the following stronger esult, which answers aquestion raised by Ar- 
hangel’skG in a letter to Michael. 
Example 6.11 (2Ho < 2H1). There exists a countable, reglllar, countably 
bi-sequential space Y and a compact Hausdorff space K such that YXK 
is not singly bi-k. (YX K must lo; h k-space, by a well-known result of 
D.E. Cohen [O, 3.21.) 
Proof. Let K f @I, let X = N u A, where A is the subset of pN \ N in 
Example 6.5, and let Y = x/A be the quotient space as in Example 
6.5. Observe that X + Y is a perfect map, and that X is completely 
regular. By [ 20, Corollary 1 .3A , it follows that X is homeomorphic to a 
closed subspace of YX@N, the product of a countably b&sequential 
space and a compact Zl[ausdorff space. Since a closed subspace of a 
singly b&k-space isagai:- singly bi-k [ 2 1, Section 5.E] , if YX PN is 
singly bi-k, then so is X. We proceed to show X is not singly bi-k. 
As in Example 6.5, let x E A or B. If X is singly bi-k, then, since 
x (E N, there exists a k-sequent*: (A.,) with x E (I’\. n A,)- for all n. 
Suppose (A,> converges to C, s.Dme compact s&et of X. 
Let B, = A,, n N. Thenfi z..,Bf: is a closed G, and hence a zero set 
in pN which containsx. By 6.5: (ii), there exists a point y belonging to 
n’;Z, n BP ;lnd the interior in PN \ N of B. Since the latter does not inter- 
sect X, there exists an open-closed subset U of J3N which contains y
and does not intersect C. Because y e f7 ;=I Bt , U n B, S& $!I for all n. 
lo Recently, T.K. Boehme and M. Rosenfeld E4 1, assuming the continuum hypothesis, have 
otitained an example of two compact Hausdorff Wchet spaces whose product is not Fr&het. 
V. 1. Malyhin also has such %n example, assuming Martin’s Axiom, which wi3 be included in a 
forthcoming paper with B. SapkovskiT. Actuahy, it can be shown that Boehme and Rosenfeld’s 
example can also be obtained assuming Martin’s Axiom ihstead of the (stronger) continuum 
h!rpothesis. 
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But (A,) converges to C, and .X \ U is a neighborhood of @, so :sorne 
A, c X\ U. Hence 
This contradic5ion completes e proof that X is not singly bi-k. 
7. Miscellaneous examples 
E. Michael observed in [2 1, Problem 61 that in a Hausdorff singly bi- 
k-space, every G, subset 4,s ak-space, and asked whether the converse is 
true. Assuming 2°C < 2” 1, -we proceed to%hoH it is not. 
Example 7.1 (2 pco < 2*9. There exists a reg&lr Lindelijf spalce X which 
is not singly bi-k, such that every G, subset: of X is a k-space. 
Proof. Let X = N U A be the space in the proof of Example 6.11. Then 
X is a regular Lindelijf space which is not singly bi-k. We’shall now show 
that, because A satisfies Example 65(i) (every ’ 7t ro set intersecting Atc
intersects A’, the interior of A in @N \ N), every 6, subset of X is a k- 
space. 
Let G be a G, subset of X, and suppose S c G has the plroperty that 
for each compact K C G, S n M Is compact. It remains to show that S 
is closed in G. 
Suppose otherwise. Let x belong to the closure of S in G, but x $ S. 
The strategy is as follows. First we produce a subset D of S such that D 
is closed in S, D C N, and x belongs to the closure of D in G; then we 
produce a rzompact subset of G whose intersection with D is infinite, 
reaching a contradiction. 
First, G n A is a 6, in the compact Haulsdorff space A, hence G n A 
is a k-space (see [3, Chapter II, Corollary to Thleorem 3.131 or [ 2 1, km- 
position 2.E,3]), so 5’ n A is closed in G n A, and consequently i.n C. 
Thus x 4 (S n A)O. By Remark 6.4 (d), theI_e xists an open-closed neigh- 
borhood UofxinflNsuchthat UnSnA=~JetD=S:: EYinenD 
is closed in S, D n A = $I, so 13 c N, and bei:ause U n G is a neighbor- 
hood of x in 6, x belongs to the closure of .D in rf.. 
Let G = G* n X, where G* .is a G, subselt of ph’. Sincex E DB n G*, 
a non-empty G, in /3N, it is ea:;y to check (using or&r the regularity of 
@!+I) that there exists 2, a closed G, , which must be a zero sei: of flI’% 
with x E Z c D@ n G*. Because .ZV E Z n A 1(x belongs to the closure of 
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D, points of N are open, and x $8 S, hence x 4 D), and Z’\ N is 3 zero set 
ofPPd\N,(Z\N)nA#Q),soZnA”#$.ButthenZnAoisanon- 
empty G, in pN \ N, hence (2 17 A”)O + 0, by Remark 6.4 (f). Thus 
(Z n A)O is not empty, so by Remark 6.4(e), there exists an infinite 
sublet .J? of % such that E’ c Z n A, Hence 
c (Da \, N) n G; that is, E’ C D’ n G, so E \D is finite by 
Remark 6.4(c). Let F = E n D. Then F is infinite, 
Thus F@ 4s a compact subset of (?: whose intersection with D is infinite 
and hence (being a subset of N) not compact. This implies Ffl fl U is a 
compact subset sf Cr’ whose inters&ion *with S, namely F, is not com- 
pact; a contradiction. That completes the proof. 
Remark 7.2. Example Usatisfies Lemma 4.6(ii), but not Lemma 4.6(i). 
We now come to our next example. It is known (see [ 3 J or [ 2 1, Pro- 
position 2.E.3 1) that spaces of pointwise countable type are prcservcd 
by perfect pre-images. Consequently, if a space X admits a perfect map 
onto a first-countable space, then X must be of pointwise countable type. 
However, the conv,erse is false, as the following example demonstrates. 
Example 7.3. Ther’e exists a (sequentially compact, locally compact, 
collectionwise normal) space X of pointwise countable type which does 
not admit a perfelct map onto any space in which every point is a G, . 
bof. Let w,, be tihe first ordinal of cardinality H,, and let X = [0, w2) 
with the ord& topology. It is easily checked that X is a sequentially 
compact, locally compact Hausdorff space (hence of pointwise 6;o 
table type). Suppose there exists a perfect map f: X + I’, with every 
point of Y a G, . We shall show this is impossible. 
Since f is perfei:t and X is countably compalzt but not compact, Y 
*rnuat be countably compact but not compact, hence Y is uncountable. 
Let S be a subset of’ Y with cardinality H 1 I For ; e S, f -ls is compact, 
hence has c’ardinallity not exceeding H 1, so f-j S has an upper bound 7 
in X. Now S c f [0, "y], SO 
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H l = card S < cardf[O, 71 < card [O, ‘yl < N 1 , 
and hence cardfl0, y] = ff, = Let CT CC- X IX thle first element of X so that 
f[O, cx] has, cardinalityr H1. Note that there is no sequence (a,) increas- 
ing to CII, for thenf[Q, cu] = {for} U Ui=, f[O, (Y, I would have cardinally 
wO* 
Since {for} is a G, in Y, f-lfol is a G, in X, and it follows that there 
exists p i Q such that I& cw] c fl’fa and hemcef[fl,ar’] c (fa}. Hence 
Jr[O, fl] has cardinality H 1 ; contradicting t!le assumption that a is the 
first such. That completes the proof. 
Remark 7.4. Dennis Burke has pointed out ‘in a letter that his example 
f 5, Example 3.41 also is a space of pointwise countable type which 
cannot be mapped perfectly onto a first-coumable space. Burke’s 
example is subparacompact (also bi+eqaential) but riot normal, while 
Example 7.2 is collectionwise normal but not subparacompact. !! 
Neither example is paracompact, and that raises the following question. 
Problem 7.5, Is there a paracompact Hausdorff space Y which is of 
;>ointwise countable type and does not admit a perfect map onto a first=* 
countable space ?
We now come to our final example which shows that, despite Propo- 
sition 2.8, F ++ G is false in Hausdorff spaces in each of rows 2-5 of 
Table 1. 
Example 7.6. There exists a (sequential) Hausdorff q-space Y which is 
r at singly b&quasi-k. 
Proof. Let ‘$8 be the space of Isbell [ 12,51, p. 791, where !I! = N U D, 
D = { wE )EEE (a set of distinct points not belonging to IN), where C is an 
uncountable family of infinite subsets of N, maximal with respect o 
the property that if E, and $ are distinct members of C, then E, Cr E, 
is finite. The space ?k is the weakest T, -space in which points of N ‘are 
open and (WE) u E is open for all E cz &; hence q, is a first-countable,, 
locally compact Hausdorff space in which N is dense, and D is a closed, 
discrete subspace of ?lGp, 
Let us also observe that two disjoint countable subsets of P) can be 
I1 Recall that a Hausdorff space is paracompact if znd only if it is c&ectionwise nom1 
subparacompac-t [ 5, Theorem I .2 ] . 
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separated by open subsets of \k which contain no points of D other 
than those in the ‘two countable subsets. Indeed, if A = {a~~ 3 WE*, . . . ) 
is a countable su.bset. of D, then 
is a disjoint open (in !I?) cover of A which separates the points of A. 
Let Q denote the rationals with the usual topology, let A be any 
(countable subset (of D, and let g : A + Q be a (necessarily continum) 
‘brijeetion. _&fine Y = \k (I, Q IC) be the adjunction space, given as the 
Iquotient of the disjoint union ‘I8 + Q under the identification 4 = g-‘q 
for y F Q. As a closed subspace of Y, D = Q + (uncountable discrete 
space). It follows from the preceding paragraph that Y is a Hsusdorff 
space. Since Y is a quotient of the first-countable space * + Q. I’ is 
sequential.. 
Next, wz show that Y is a q-space. Poirats of N and of D \ A have 
compact neighborhoods in Y, so Y is certainly a q-space at these points. 
It remains to consider points belonging to A. Now, D is first-countable 
as a subspace of ‘Y and each point of Y has a countable neighborhood, 
hence is a G, ; so if a E A, let tUn) be a decreasing sequence of neighbor- 
hoods of a in Y such that K$ pb D> is a base for the neighborhoods of a 
inDand t7:& = !{a). If y, E U,! for all vt, then there are two possi- 
bilities: Either infinitely many yn 6 N, in which case infinitely many 
y, belong to some E E t: and (yag) aizcumulates at G)~ in q, hence in Y; 
or, if all but finitely many ~~~ E D, then ;dn + a. Therefore Y is a q-space. 
We now show that Y is not a Frc’Aet space. Let E E c satisfy ~9~ E A. 
‘The]? the closure of N ‘; E in \k is (D \ {o,)) u N \ E. Since Q \ {g(w&} 
is dense in Q, the closure of N \ E ir Y is Y \ E. If Y were a Fre’chet 
slpace, then there woulc; exist a sequence in N \ E converging to oE in Y. 
Si Ice Y is a Hausdorff space, such a seqeunce can have no accumulation 
points other than uE. But (by the maximality condition one) such a 
sequence must have a subsequence in some E’ E C \ (Ej, in which case 
tirEt is an accumulation point other than ~3~. Hence Y is not a Frdchet 
space. 
Since each point of Y is a G, in Y and Y is not Frechet, Proposition 
2.10 implies that Y is nQt singly bi-k. To conclude that Y is not even 
singly bi-quasi-k, it will suffice to show that every countably compact 
subset of Y is countable and therefore compact. If C is a countably 
compact subset of Y, then the closed subset C\ (N u A) of C is coun- 
tably compact and discrete, “lence finite. Since u 14 is countable, C 
must be countable. That completes the proof. 
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